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About This Content

Hunger Dungeon Deluxe Edition gives you several permanent unlocks on your account, allowing you to enjoy the huge
variety on offer without any time constraints.

Permanently unlock the original 12 Heroes

 Permanently unlock secondary skins for the original 12 Heroes

Old Prisoner + Chuck Skin
Beast Hero + Red Blood Clan Skin
Goblin Profiteer + Bounty Hunter's Denim Skin
Octo Pirate + Chef Whites Skin
Samurai + Wandering Swordsman Skin
Princess Ranger + Amazonian Huntress Skin
Were-Vampire + Were-Rabbit Skin
Nimble Assassin + Biological Warfare Skin
Vagrant Ninja + Gray Skin
Element Fuse + Merlin Skin
Demonic Knight + Scythe Maiden Skin
Auto Repair + Version 2.00 Skin
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 Hunger Dungeon Soundtrack (Length of time; 7 mins, 30 seconds)

Hunger Dungeon is an ever-evolving title that we hope you will enjoy as much as we do.
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THIS IS MASTERPIECE. I want to preface this by saying if you are looking for a tactical game in the vein of xcom this isn't it.
You have a base that you manage and squads of soldiers that you send out, but you only have control over their positioning and
broad tactics not when and wear they shoot or use their equipment.

That said it's still fun to manage your base and optimize your soldiers gear. There are quite a few different stats to manage and
the combat is more complex than it appears on the surface. Getting your soldiers from raw recruits that cower before bugs to
super soldiers that burn through dragons is pretty satisfying.

And while you don't have a lot of control positioning does matter in the harder fights. As does which weapons you take.
Admittedly on easy mode you basically just let the fights run, but on extreme giving the proper loadout and sending your
soldiers into cover is the difference between between being wiped out and winning the fight.

The bad thing is that this is not particularly apparent to start with. Poison and lasers are basically the best choice for the first half
of the game, and you simply won't have the tools to deal with some of the tougher enemies except brute force. It gets more
interesting once you research psi powers and a few of the more advanced weapons, but that takes long enough that I can see why
people would be put off.

The best part of the game though is the story and the art. The story has a surprising amount of world building, and kept my
interest through the whole thing. And the art is quite good in the UI, which you will be looking at a lot. There is a large amount
of soldier portraits and they change as you augment them, which is neat. Though the actual battle animations are mediocre. They
aren't the worst 3D models I've seen, but they aren't the best either.

The only annoyance I have is that the story is fairly linear. It doesn't matter how well you do in battle. If the story needs you to
lose it will say you lost horribly. And occasionaly there is a disjoint between what you were fighting and what it says you were
fighting. It kind of felt like the developers just decided they needed a fight for every major event whether it was necessary for
the story or not.

There are three different endings, but it entirely relies on how well you can do in battle rather than any choices you make during
the conversations. I spent an hour trying to figure out a different conversation path to no effect. And it's actually impossible to
lose. If you lose enough times in a mission the game will eventually gift your units with miraculous aiming and dodging prowess
to beat the mission. I found that out when I was trying to deliberatly drop my fate score and my pistol armed medic started
defeating hordes of enemies solo.

That said you're only going to get the worst ending if you rely on that. And getting the best ending is actually a dramatically
harder prospect even on Easy difficulty. On extreme, well it's a challenge.

Overall I would say if you're interested in a neat story and some casual base building and combat this is for you. I at least felt it
was worth the price.. come on make it last abit longer..... Amazing, i had heard about this game before and there are no rts left
so I thought: \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it, lets try it out. Man am i not disappointed.
On this game you play the space marines campaign. You are a kickass dude who believes in some sort of know it all emperor(i
think its like god or something like that).
That said, they are fanatics who do everything in the name of the emperor. Its a nice story. The expansions lets you play with
other races.
It feels very good, you need to try it.
Graphics arent good for todays standards but get the wide acreen fix and the zoom out mod and you are all set. After a while
you start loving the graphics.
Its a gem, go buy it.. 6/10

It's okay, but really your money is best spent on other management sims. Very complex, very detailed, but with no real tutorial,
and no guide that means plenty of time wondering what is going on and how to do simple things. The user interface is not really
user friendly, it takes time to learn the basics. If they had a good tutorial that would no doubt make the game enjoyable, that said
if you only like gridiron football management games, I know of none better than this game (that said I know of no other gridiron
football management games period*), just with all the other games I have on steam, really a waste of money. I like it enough to
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probably play it once in a while from time to time, but really do not see myself getting more than 50 hours out of this game
lifetime.

*=GLB is different to this, I do not consider that a management game

Note: if you love calling plays every single snap then it might be for you, just I find having to update my roster every week in
relation to injuries a waste of time, really wish they had an auto function that would do that for me based on position
depth...maybe they do mind you (I do not think so, I have looked and am pretty miticulous, just there is so much detail to this
without direction that not sure if I just skipped over it...). Excellent but I want Ripple as well.. Waiting for the Game of the Year
edition to come out.. Rarely do I not enjoy a puzzle game, but Millie was a disapointment.

Essentially just a new take on Centipede, it is annoying more than anything else and when it gets difficult it feels like a matter of
trial and error rather than actual puzzle solving or forward thinking.

 For what it is trying to be, Millie fails miserably, and doesn't succeed in any other catagory to boot.

3\/10
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This game is very fun and addicitve. You can learn this game in 5 minutes. You'll spend hours with this "simple game".

It's more amazing if you play it on iPhone and the other touchscreen devices.

8/10. Just get this on a mobile deivce. It's not good on a computer.. Didn't get past the terrible tutorial. Trying so hard to be
funny, didn't bother to explain the game. Lots of attention to useless things like ATK means attack and no attention to the core
mechanics. Tried playing for a bit but not intuitive at all. May try again unless I'm busy cleaning the grout in the bathroom with
a warped toothbrush.. This game is so awesome! Highly recommended!!!. I really like this game mabey not as much as blizkrieg
because things like your tanks not being able to be fully repaired in battle and the poor auto resolve but I do like the recourse
system the new units and the setting\/story also does any one notice that in trailer\/opening cut scene they say that nuclear
bombers turned the northern hemisphere in to a barren land but I think this is a translating error And they meant to say nuclear
bombs. I tried liking it but made a big mistake and bought this as nostalgia got the better of me, i used to love fighting fantasy so
much. But this. It sucks. Especially the end of part 2 telling me i made the wrong choice band the next part having the same
problem you need to make the right choice. The way forward becomes impossible. It sucks hard. There is no backtracking
which makes sense, just the rewind function, which if you wanted to cheat in the original books you'd just remember page
numbers. It sucks did I say that, this is a grind it feels like shooting pigeons in GTA4. Since i never remembered the sorcery
series from when i was young i just checked, it's the based on The Shamutanti Hills for part one, and that was not a good FF
book. I remember it staying pristine at my local library. Forest of Doom, City of Thieves, Death Trap Dungeon, Caverns of the
Snow Witch those were the shizz, great adventures. Freeway Fighter, I'll even mention that,but mad max beyond thunderdome
helped sell that. I got the books out of a box and had a better time.. Great game, unfortunately, its made much harder to fly as
the Y and X axis on the right analog stick are swapped. This makes rolling you ships difficult because you have to push up or
down to roll the ship left or right. There is no way to fix this. Also, at least two missions in the game crash the game upon
loading them up, it makes beating the game normally impossible. This won't be fixed unless disney sees these issues. Even the
best mission the death star assault is unplayable. At least the final part where you fly into the superstructure. Very disapointing
that is. Great game but tbh, needs some more work done on it. But I still recommend this game despite these issues. Amazing
game. I'd get it if I were you.. This is one of the most confused and messy games I've ever played.

The puzzles are designed in a way such that there's no "right" solution... which means they can mostly be cheesed and never get
past a really simple level of complexity.
The music is procedurally generated and thus really unmemorable.
You lose money when you die, but it's so easy to get money back and there's not really anything worth buying to begin with, plus
an easily accessible money farm room that nets you about $60 of gems for a minute's worth (in case you ever, like, -need-
money)
Everything outside of the save room resets when you die but the game branches off into so many tiny paths that there's rarely
any "progress" to lose, at most you might have to redo one of the longer key rooms which is still only a few minutes.
The "hardest" ending to get is a semi-marathon level except there's checkpoints every third screen or so and they're keys that are
right next to the doors they unlock meaning you can just get the key back every time if you die. Despite that I only ever needed
to use two doors - 4 and 9 - to complete the level because it's really easy regardless.
A lot of things feel like they're designed to mildly annoy for no real reason - the cursed zones where you can accidentally lose
inventory items, except inventory items are easy to get back anyways so whatever? All the above mentioned issues - they don't
make me mad to any degree, they're just like, a little bit annoying at worst.

And it's not like the game is unfun, the exploration factor is small but it's there, the controls work well enough, it's always fun to
double jump with blocks and there's always something to find wherever you look - though half the puzzles just have a monetary
reward, which, again, is worthless. There's not really much in the way of proper "platforming" but, sure, it's there? But for the
most part it's enjoyable enough, the visuals are pleasant, the challenge level is low, it does feel like you're constantly making
progress.

But the game is pretty short - though it feels like the right length, I guess, for $15 I'm not sure I'd say it has enough content. But
at the same time... I'm not sure I'd want it to be longer either. I saw all three endings without any sort of guide within 5.4 hours
of playtime, and I wouldn't say I was exactly making a beeline for the ending, just exploring things as I go. I solved the majority
of puzzle rooms and the ones I didn't touch were just puzzles for money anyways and who can really be bothered. Each ending
has sort of a benefit it gives to you for future replays but at the same time it's unneeded?
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The game almost hooks onto something neat with a few of the late game blocks - the floating blocks you need to toggle, and the
teleport blocks that get used - no joke - in one segment of the last area and nowhere else except as a purchasable item in the post-
third ending bonus area. I feel like more could've been done with those. I feel like more could've been done with everything in
the game really. It feels like a game that's more interested in having as many ideas as possible and playing around with them a
little but never really developing them.

It feels like... a tech demo more than a game. But considering this is the EXTENDED version of an already released game, 1. I
can't imagine how bare bones the original Uurnog must be and 2. It's just not developed enough. If this was the original Uurnog
and the Uurnlimited edition took these ideas, developed them more, made more interesting puzzles and platforming challenges,
fixed the little imperfections that constantly annoy here, and gave a solid 8-10 hour game with a lot more meat to it, maybe I'd
have enjoyed this more, but...

I dunno, it just feels really. Average. It's one of the most average games I've played and I'm definitely looking for better than
average in my gaming experiences.

Considering it's coming from the same developer as Knytt Underground, literally my favorite game of all time, that's especially
disappointing.. This review is based upon only playing this game for a little time...

However, upon starting the game, everything seemed to go okay. The graphics are a little bit better than playstation 1, which
doesn't say much. It seems to be a low budget title. However, after the introduction, the game crashed. Every time I got to that
point, it would crash, giving me an error that said, "Clint MFC Application" error or something like that. I did a little research,
and found that somebody had said that he fixed the problem by changing the settings. The problem is with the 32 bit color,
which cannot be changed in the settings. You must locate the game local game files, then open a file called display.cfg (I think)
with notepad. Change the color settings from 32 to 16, save the file, then close. This fixed the problem for me as well.

The game screamed low budget. However, the first level seemed like it might have potential. It seems that if you hide in the
brush, the enemies don't see you until you shoot one of them. The problem is that they seem to detect you automatically, no
matter how hidden you are. Other times, an enemy sniper is shooting you, and you have absolutely no idea where he is. I was
getting shot, but could barely tell because the game does very little to indicate when you've been shot. Even after this, I saw what
looked like a med-pack on the ground, but couldn't seem to pick it up and use it. Perhaps, these are things that get better or
easier as you learn the game, however, for a quick trial, I was not impressed.. fun and calming
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